
A COMPARISON OF THE NOVEL AND FILM NEVER LET ME GO

In each entry I'll be comparing a contemporary novel to its film adaptation. Kazuo Ishiguro's novel Never Let Me Go is
both an unsettling.

Kathy most likely died, and you know that Tommy and Ruth died. My last point is honestly more a question.
She joined YAA as a way to reflect on what she has learned from high school and pass down her wisdom.
Alex is an AP student and has been in French Immersion since kindergarten. Now, her interests have changed
and she would like to become a lawyer in the future. Hence, this comes as a dramatic revelation that is
described with a dark visual imagery. Though the film adaptation certainly modifies this passage by adding
and omitting certain features, the film adaption still stays very true to the book. How to cite this page Choose
cite format:. However, though Tommy feels happy, we cannot help but feel pity and sorrow for him. While the
book makes almost no mention of safeguards to keep tabs on the precious clones, the film contains several
shots of our protagonists holding their wrists to electronic tracking devices. He goes to West Island College
and is in grade 9. Hilary Guo Jr. He also plays the piano, flute, and alto saxophone. She writes blogs about
student success, motivation, self-care, etc. Moreover, the narrative trajectory is generally similar in both, with
a three-act structure describing the childhood, adulthood, and donation period. We would like to see Ruth
work in an office, Kathy and Tommy doing something they like and build up a true life. In the middle of this
vast beach, the abandoned boat standing alone can be distinguished, behind it, a flat blue sea, and above, a
dark grey sky. As I was watching the movie I wrote on a word document all of the differences- and I filled out
a page and a half. Speaking of Ruth- she was a bitch in the book, but man did they turn her into a mega bitch
in the movie. I understand that it was important to grow up with the children, but I still feel as though all or at
least most of the events that happened in parts one and two could have seriously been shortened. Leonne is a
fan of Scarface and Goodfellows as his favourite movies. Pearson high school. For his future job, he would
like to be either a lawyer as he enjoys debating or a software engineer.


